
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND
THREAT INTELLIGENCE

LEVERAGE OUR MOST POWERFUL FEATURES

Regroup Mass Notification + Threat Intelligence for the Ultimate in Security and Continuity

Regroup delivers a full suite of technology for threat intelligence, emergency alerts and real-time crisis 
management that is fully customizable and flexible.

Since 2006, Regroup has delivered on the promise to keep people safe, informed and productive with its robust 
cloud-based notification platform. Our simple to use yet powerful solution alerts your entire organization when 
emergencies happen, and helps you run your daily operations with a full range of communication capabilities. 
 

Cloud-based platform

Automated alerts for severe weather

Two-tap deployment of critical alerts

Most ways to send and receive

Operational during power outages and cellular 
data limitations

GeotaGeotargeting capabilities

Free native mobile app 

Two-way communications

Visually rich dashboard for threat intelligence

Global and hyperlocal intelligence

Customizable threat monitoring

4000+ filtered, trusted sources for data

Asset monitoringAsset monitoring

Smart alerts to deliver only relevant information



HOW ORGANIZATIONS USE REGROUP + THREAT INTELLIGENCE

DISCOVER THE REGROUP DIFFERENCE

THE BEST TOOLS TO PREPARE, RESPOND AND MANAGE

To stay informed of potential cyber threats, improve 
security protocols based on data, alert and manage 

IT efforts to protect assets.

Regroup’s award-winning platform allows you to send up to

When seconds count, regroup enables you to reach your entire network with only two clicks or taps. And, our 24/7 
technical support, unlimited training and full account customization lets you tailor Regroup to your organization’s

unique requirements.

voice calls per minute
30,000

text/SMS messages
per minute

80,000
emails per minute
120,000

push notifications
per minute

540,000

ENTERPRISE

INTELLIGENT THREAT VISUALIZATION

SCHEDULE A
CUSTOMIZED DEMO regroup.com/demo

FIND OUT MORE

CALL US
TOLL-FREE 855-REGROUP

Security Risks Financial Situational Awareness Severe Weather Monitoring

Healthcare Accessibility Event and Hospitality Management Travel Safety Monitoring

Current Events Risk Proximity Brand Reputation COVID Updates Monitoring

To stay informed about active threats to continuity 
and security, monitor local crime trends, alert IT and 
security teams of potential threats before they happen.

As the most trusted name in mass notifications, Regroup provides organizations from every industry the tools they need
to protect people and assets. Used for emergency and everyday communication, Regroup helps improve business

continuity while mitigating risks and enhancing the safety of your entire organization.

See how Regroup’s full suite of mass notification and threat intelligence tools can make your organization more resilient.

www.regroup.com inquiries@regroup.com

FINANCIAL SERVICES

To gain actionable insights on crime trends, receive alerts 
during severe weather, active shooter situations and other 
threats to clients and patrons. Discreetly send notifications 

to team members and stakeholders.

SECURITY COMPANIES

To receive timely COVID-19 outbreak data, monitor civil 
unrest scenarios, alert specific teams and send notifications 

of shift coverage needs.

HEALTHCARE


